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ABSTRACT
In this paper we apply a sensitivity equation method to shape optimization problems.
An algorithm is developed and tested on a problem of designing optimal forebody simulators
for a 2D, inviscid supersonic flow. The algorithm uses a BFGS/Trust Region optimization
scheme with sensitivities computed by numerically approximating the linear partial differ-
ential equations that determine the flow sensitivities. Numerical examples are presented to
illustrate the method.
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1 Introduction
The develot)ment of practical computational methods for optimization based design and
control often relies on cascading simulation software into optinlization algorithms. Black-box
methods are examples of this approach. Although tile precise form of the overall "optima.l
design" (OD) algorithm may change, there is an often unstated assumption that properly
combining the "best" simulation algorithm with the "best" optimization scheme will produce
a good OD algorithm. There are many examples to show that in general this assumption is
not valid. However, in many cases it is a valid assumption and often this approach is the
only practical way of attacking conlplex optimal design problems. If one uses this cascading
approach, then it is still important to carefully pass information between the simulation
and the optimizer. Typically, one uses a simulation code to produce a finite dimensional
model and this discrete model is then used to supply approximate function evaluations to
the optimization algorithm. Moreover, the approximate functions are then differentiated to
supply gradients needed by the optimizer. Although there are numerous variations on this
theme, they all may be formulated as "approximate-then-optimize" approaches. There are
other approaches that first formulate the problem as an infinite dimensional optimization
problem and then use numerical schemes to approximate the optimal design. All-at-once,
one-shot and adjoint methods are examples of this "optimize-then-approxinaate" approach.
Regardless of which approach one chooses, some type of approximation must be introduced
at some point in the design process.
The sensitivity equation (SE) method is an approach that views the simulation scheme
as a device to produce approximations of both the function and the sensitivities. The ba-
sic idea is to produce approximations of the infinite dimensional sensitivities and to pass
these "approximate derivatives" to the optimizer along with the approximate function eva.l-
uations. There are several theoretical and practical issues that need to be considered when
this approach is used. For example, there is no assurance that the SE method produces "con-
sistent derivatives." This will depend on the particular numerical scheme used to discretize
tile problem, ttowever, the SE method allows one the option of using separate numerical
schemes for flow solves and sensitivities, so that consistent derivatives can be forced. We
shall not address these issues in this short paper. The goal here is to illustrate that a
SE based method can be used with standard optimization schemes to produce a practical
fast algorithm for optimal design. We concentrate on a particular applicatiotl (the optimal
forebody design problem) and use a specific iterative solww for the flow equations (PARC).
Many flow solvers are iterative and for these types of codes, the BE method has perhaps the
maximum potential for improving speed and accuracy.
In the next sectionwe describetile forebody designproblem and formulate the optimal
designproblem. In Sections3 and 4 we review the derivation of the sensitivity equations
and in Section5 we discussmo(tificationsto an existing simulation codethat areneededin
order to usethat codefor computingsensitivities. In Section6, wepresentnumericalresults
for the optimal designproblemand Section7 containsconclusionsand suggestionsfor future
work.
2 Optimal Design of a Forebody Simulator
This problem is a 2D version of the problem described in [1,4,8] . The Arnold Engineering
Development Center (AEDC) is developing a free-jet test facility for fldl-scale testing of
engines in various free flight conditions. Although the test cells are large enough to house
the jet engines, they are too small to contain the full airplane forebody and engine. The,s,
the effect of the forward fuselage on the engine inlet flow condition> must be "simulated."
One approach to solving this problem is to replace the actual forebody by a smaller object,
called a "forebody simulator" (FBS), and determine the shape of the FBS that produces the
best flow match at the engine inlet. The 2D version of this prol)lem is illustrated in Figure
2.1 (see [1],[4], [81 and [9]).
The underlying mathematical model is based on conservation laws for mass, momentum
and energy. For inviscid flow, we have that
NQ+ F,+ F, :0 (1)
where
Q = m F1 = mu + P and F,z = (2)
n ' my nv + P "
E (E + (E +
The velocity components u and v, the pressure P, the temperature T, and the Math nmnl)er
M are related to the conservation variables, i.e., the components of the vector Q, by
u=--, v=-, P=(_/- 1) E- p ¢[2+,v 2
P P
T='y(7-l)fE----l(_[2+va)_ and A./'2- U2+V2
\: 2 ] T
At the inflow boundary, we want to simulate a free-jet, so that we specify the total
t)ressure P0, the total temperature To and the Mach number ill 0. We also set v = 0 at the
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inflow boundary. If Ul, Pt and 7'1 denote tile inflow values of tile x-component of the velocity,
the pressure and the temperature, these may be recovered from Po, To and Mo by
M3ToTo ro and _ = MJT, = .
T, = (1 + _=_-M2) ' P' = (1 + _7-@M_) ,--?v-' (1 + _2_A.I_)
(4)
Tile components of Q at the inflow may then be determined from (4) through the relations
"tP* nzl = plul, nl = 0 and E1 - ]31 + pl (5)
P_- f_' v-1 5-
The forebody is a solid surface, so that the normal component of the velocity vanishes,
ur/1 + vr/2 = 0 on the forebody, (6)
where 71j and 712 are the components of the unit normal vector to the boundary. Note that
wc impose (6) on the velocity COlnponents u and v, and not on the momentum components
m and n. Insofar as the state is concerned, it is clear that it does not make any difference
whether (6) is imposed on m and n or on u and v, since nz = pu and n = pv and p J: 0. It
cau be shown that it does not make any difference to the sensitivities as well.
Assume that at x =/3 the desired steady state flow 0 = O(Y) is given as data on the line
(called the Inlet Reference Plane)
Ira' = {(., y)l. = fl,¢ -<v < _}.
Also, we assume here that tile inflow (total) Mach number M0 can be used as a design
(control) variable along with the shape of the forebody. Let tile forebody be determined by
tile curve P = P(.r), c_< x _<fl and let p = (M0,r(-)). Tile problem can be stated as the
following optimization problem:
Problem FBS. (liven data (_ = (_(y) on tile IRP, find the parameters p* = (ag, r*(.))
such that the functional
l
a(*') = _ f, II O_o(fl, u)- Q(u)II _ du (7)
is minimized, where Q_(aV, 9) = Qoo(z, v, p) is the solution to the steady state Euler equations
(;(Q,p) = S--TFI+ 'J---_F2= O. (8)
In the FI_ S design prot)lem, the data (_ is generated both experinlentally and numerically.
In particular, the ful] airplane forebody (which is longer and larger than the desired FBS) is
constrained to be shorter and smaller, we shallused to generate tile data. Since the FBS is " " "
considertile optimization problenl illustrated in Figure 2.2below. The data 0 is generated
by solving (1)-(6) for tile long for&My in Figure 2.2-(a) and the problem is to find p* to
minilnize J where the shortened FBS is constrained to be one half tile length of the "real
forebody." This problem provides a realistic test of the optima] design algorithm in that the
dater can not be fitted exactly. Also, we note that we have a problem with shocks in the flow
field. As shown in [2], optimization of flows with shocks can be difficult and requires some
understanding of the impact that shocks have on tile smoothness of the cost functional.
Clearly the statement of the problem is not complete. For examl)le , one should carefully
specify' tile set of admissible curves P(-) and questions remain about existence, uniqueness
and integrat)illty of "the" solution Qo,;. We will not address these issues in this short paper.
Most optimization based design methods require tile computation of the derivatives
_Q,,o(x, y,t,). These derivatives are called sensltMtles and various schemes have been de-
veloped to approximate the sensitivities numerically (see [7], [8], [10] and [11]). A common
approach is to use finite differences. It, particular, the steady state equation (8) is solved
for/5 and again for fi + Ap and then _Q_,(.r., y,/5) is approximated by O_(_,y,_+ap)-O__(_,v.fi)ap
This method is often costly and can introduce large errors. Another approach is to first
derive an equation (the sensitivity equation) for _o (xa_,_ ",Y,P) and then numerically solve
this equation. \¥e shall illustrate this approach for the forebody design problem. In the next
two sections we derive the sensitivity equations. Although these derivations may be found
in [3] we repeat them here for completeness.
3 Sensitivities with Respect to the Inflow Mach Num-
ber
First, we consider the design parameter M_. We will derive equations for the sensitivity
OQ ._/
Q'-= - ??t
E'
(9)
where
Op _ Om 07z _ OE
The differential equation system (1) has no explicit dependence on the design parameter
M_, so that equations for the components of Q' are easily' determined by' formally differen-
tiating (1) with respect to M_. The result is the system
where
777't /
F{ mu' + m'u + P'___ an d
??Z?_/ -].- ?II,/V
(z + + (E' +
7_'¢ t
77,_t -{.- ?7."?L
F.{ = nv' + n'v + jr,, , (12)
(E + p)v' + (e' + p')v
and where,
Ou , Ov OP T' - OTu' -- v = --- P' - and (1:3)
OMJ' OMg' OMJ OMJ'
and where, through (3), the sensitivities (10) and (1:3) are related by
u =-m -- , (_/'-1) E' 1 ,. 2 ,
P p_p _ _p(u +v 2)- + ,
p p '2p •
Note that (11) is of the same form as (1), with a different flux vector. In particular, (11)
is in conservation form. As a result of the fact that (11) is linear in the primed variables,
and that by (14) u', v' and P' are linear in the components of Q', (11) is a linear system in
the sensitivity (9), i.e., in the components of Q'.
Now, we need to discuss the boundary conditions for Q'. Except for the inflow conditions,
all boundary conditions are independent of the design parameter M_. Thus, the latter may
be differentiated with respect to Mg to obtain boundary conditions for the sensitivities. For
example, at the forebody where (6) holds, we simply would have that
u'r h + v'rt2 = 0 on the forebody. (15)
Similar operations yield boundary conditions for the sensitivities along symmetry lines, other
solid surfaces and at the outflow boundary. Note that if instead of (6), one interprets the no
penetration condition as one on the momentum, i.e., I}q,Tlt -t- 7z712= 00ll the forebody, then
instead of (15) we wouhl have that
7?'Z/T]1 --It-7Z_'712= 0 01' the forebody (16)
which is seemingly different from (15). However, (6) and (14) cat, be used to show that
,,_tK]t --}-7_t712 = p(,ttTlt -47 7317"/2) -Jr- pt(lZ7]l -_- 1,7"]2) = D(2ztg]t "+ l/7/2 ) (17)
so that, since p ¢ 0, (15) and (16) are identical.
The inflow bomldary conditions for the sensitivities may be determined by differentiating
(4) and (;5) with respect to the design parameter Mg. Note that this l)arameter appears
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explicitly in the right-hand-sides of the equations in (4) and (5).
finds from (5) that
Without difficulty, one
where, from (4),
, _, p; _e_ , ' p,,4 +,,,p_Pl = -- T)2 T;, ,721=
] 2 i i
' _- r; + _,p, + ,,_,,,,, (is)n} = 0 and E1 - 7 1
, ,,;=(?) ,o
7'}=- (1 + , , ) (l+_'le)
v¢7 v¢70
and u 5 - '= (1 + (7- 1)Mg) (19)
-y-I ,_,t2"_a/2
4 Sensitivities with Respect to the Forebody Design
Parameters
We assume that the forebody is described in terms of a finite number of design parameters
which we denote by Pk, k = 1,..., K, and that the forebody may be described by the relation
y = _(*; P,, P2,. ••, P_), a_<.</_ (20)
We express the dependence of tile state variable Q on the coordinates and the design
parameters by Q = Q(t, aC,y; :1I_, P1, P2,''' /->I,')- We have already seen what eq,,ations can
be used to determine the sensitivity of the state with respect to M g, i.e., for O'. we now
discuss what equations can be used to determine the sensitivities with respect to the forebody
design parameters Pk, /," = 1,..., K, i.e., for
where
Op
77_,k
?l,k
Ek
(2z)
Om On O E
pk = OPk' mk- O&.' nk =- ?)Pk and Ek -- OPk' k = 1,...,K. (22)
System (1) has no explicit dependence on tile design parameters Pk, so that equations
for the components of Ok are easily determined by differentiating (1) with respect to Pk,
k = 1,..., K. This produces the systems, k = 1,..., K, given by
OOk O&q O&.2
0--7+ _ + 0_ - 0, (23)
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whel'e
_kl =
?TZk )
muk + 7nkU + Pk
777V k -]- 771k/)
(E + P)_k + (Ek + Pk)_,
and Fk2
71_k )
7_Uk -]- nkU
nvk + n,kv + Pk
(E + P)vk + (Ek + Pk)v
(24)
and where,
Ou Ov O P
uk- OG' z,k- OPt' Pk - OPk
OT
and Tk- o& (25)
Moreover, by (3), the sensitivities (22) and (25) are related by
[ 771,
Ilk _ --7714,: -- -7_ flk _
P P
1 ll
vk = --7_k -- -_Pk
P P
Pk=(7-1)(Ek 1 2 vvk)),
- _pk(_ + v_)- p(_k +
)and Tk = "y(3 -- 1) Ek p_pk -- (UUk + VVk) , (26)
for k=l,...,K.
All boundary conditions except the one on the forebody also do not depend on the
forebody design parameters Pk, k = 1,..., K. For example, consider the inflow boundary
conditions (,I)-(5). Differentiating these with respect to Pk, k = 1,..., K yields that
Pkl = 77_kl ---_ 7tkl = Ekl = Zkl = Pkl = Ukl = Vkl = 0 (27)
at the inflow boundary. Now consider the boundary condition (6) on the forebody. We have
that on the forebody
rh 0q)
- (28)
r/2 0x"
Coml)i,,ing (6) and (28) we have that
Oq5
_-_ v = 0 (29)
along the forebody or, displaying the full functional del)endence on the coordinates and
design parameters, we have at a point (x, y) on the forebody, and at any time t,
_(t,x,_=,(_;P,,p_, ,PK);Mg, P,,_, ,PK) 0*
...... -_ (x; P,, P,.,..., P_-)
-v(t,x,y=qJ(x;P,,P_,...,PK);Mg, P,,P2,...,P_,) =0. (30)
We can proceed to differentiate (30) with respect to any of the forebody design parameters
Pk, k = 1,..., K. The result is that, along the forebody for k = 1,..., K,
,,ko:,_ "k=-- N _] Io,,.]-"_ _ + ko_j k_]'
where u, t, and their derivatives are evahmted at the forebody (x, y = qS(:r)).
If an iterative scheme is used to find a steady state solution of this system ((23), (27),
(31)), then we assume that present guesses for the state variables u and v and their deriva-
tiw-s 0u/0y and Oo/Oy and for tile design parameters M_ and Pk, k = 1,..., K, are known.
It follows that the right-hand-side of (31) is known as well and equation (31), the bound-
ary conditions along the forebody for the sensitivities with respect to the forebody design
parameters, is merely an inhomogeneous version of (29), the boundary condition along the
forebody for the state.
Let us now specialize to the type of forebodies considered by Huddleston, [8,9], i.e.,
K
¢(.; p,, 5,..., r_,-)= _ &Ok(.), (:32)
k=l
I,..., h', are prescribed f, mctions, e.g., Bezier curves (see [6]). In thiswhere Ck(:r), k =
CaSO_
all d
o,', - ¢,.(x) and L_ \_-b-/_]= (*)' (:3:3)
o. - Z & (x). (a4)
k:l
Combining (31)-(34), one obtains that, at ally point (x, (b(x)) on the forebody and for each
k= I,...,K,
,: pja.],,_-,,k=-\g] \,:, _)¢_-,,7-;-.+1ov/_. (aa)
For forebodies of the type (32), (:35) gives the boundary conditions along the forebody for
the sensitivities with respect to the forebody design parameters Pk, k = 1,..., K. It is now
clear that, given guesses for the state variables u and v and their derivatives Ou/Oy and
Ov/Oy and for the design parameters M_ and Pk, k = 1,..., K, then the right-hand-side of
(aS) is known.
Consider now the prot)lem of minimizing if(p) as defined above. Most optimization
algorithms use gradient information. In particular, if Pk denotes one of tile shape parameters,
then the derivative
0
may be required in the optimization loop. The sensitivity 5-_Qoo(x, y, p) satisfies the steady-
state version of the sensitivity equations (23). In practice one must construct approximations
0 5to _Q,:_(:v, y, 1 ) and feed this information into the optimizer.
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Assumethat one has a particular simulation scheme(finite differences,finite elements,
etc.) to approximate the flow Qoo(x, y,/_) on a given grid, i.e.
Qh(x,y, ) y,
as the "step size" h _ O. (liven the design parameter/5, one constructs a grid (depending
on /3) and then computes @_(x,y,D) _ Qoo(x,y,D). This process may require some type of
iterative scheme. We will address this issue below. In theory, one couht use the same grid an(t
computational scheme to approximate o
_Qoo(x,y,p) so that one generates "approximate
sensitivities"
[0_p_7Q_ (x' /3)]h,y, --+ _Qoo(x,y,f)) (38)
as h --+ 0. It is important to note that in general
[o ] 0) #
h
i.e. this a.pt)roach may not provide "consistent sensitivities". However, some schemes do
provide consistent derivatives and even if (39) holds, the error
[0 ] 0ED,_ = -_kQ_(x,y,f)) - O--_k [Q,,(x,y,/_)] (40)
h
may be sufficiently small so that the optimization algorithm converges. Trust region methods
are particularly well suited for problelns of this type, where derivative information may con-
rain (small) errors. As we shall see below, there are certain cases where _Q_( y h
be computed fast and accurately. Hence, the SE method provides estimates fl)r sensitivities
that may prove "good enough" for optimization and yet relatively cheap to compute. A corn-
0
parison of [_Qoo(x, y, /5)] ,, and various finite differenceapproximations of 0
may be found in [3].
It is important to note that the details of the computations needed to approximate a
sensitivity are not the central issue here. For example, the sensitivity equations (11) and
(23) are viewed as independent partial differential equations that must be solved by "some"
numerical scheme. This scheme does not necessarily have to be the same scheme used to
solve the flow equation (1), although as we shall see below, there are cases where using the
same scheme is a useful approach.
Also, note that the sensitivity equations are derived for the problem formulated on the
"physical" domain. If one uses a computational method that maps the problem to a com-
1)utational (tomain (as does PAR(I?), then the SE method does not require derivatives of
this mapping. One simply maps the sensitivity equation (including the necessary bomld-
ary conditions), grids the computational domain, solves the resulting transformed equations
and then maps back to the physical domain. If, on the other hand, one nlapped tile flow
equation (1) and deriw-d a sensitivity equation in tile COml)utationa] domain, then to obtain
the correct sensitivities Olle would have to COlllpute the mapl)ing sensitivity. Therefore, it is
more efficient to derive the sensitivity equations in tile physical domain.
Finally, we note that the SE method described here has one additional benefit. To corn-
,'7
pute a sensitivity, say _--r2k, Q<×,(.r, y,/5), then one first selects the parameter value fi, constructs
computational grid and solves for v, f)] ,<. There is no need to compute grida
sensitivities.
5 Computing Sensitivities using an Existing Code for
the State
Suppose one has available a code to compute the state variables, i.e., to find at)proxirllate
solutions of (1) along with boundary and initial conditions. In principle, it is an easy matter
to amend such a code so that it can also compute sensitivities.
First, let us compare (1) with (11). If one wishes to amend the existing code that can
handle (1) so that it can treat (11) as well, one has to change the definitions of the flux
functions from those given in (2) to those given in (12). Note that the solution for the state
is needed in order to evahiate tile flux functions of (12).
Next, note that (11) and (23) are identical differential equations. Thus, the changes
made to the code in order to treat (11) can also be used to treat (23). In fact, as long as the
differential equation and any other part of the problem specification do not explicitly depend
oil the design parameters, the analogous relations will be the same for al] tile sensitivities.
The only changes that vary from one sensitivity calculation to another are those that
arise from conditions in which tile design parameters appear explicitly. In our example, for
the sensitivity with respect to Mg, one must change the portion of tim code that treats the
inflow conditions (4)-(5) so that it can instead treat (18)-(19). In the problem considered
here, the nature (i.e. what variables are specified) of tile boundary conditions at the inflow,
and everywhere else, is not affected. Note that for tile sensitivity with respect to M3, tile
boundary condition (15) o,l the forebody is tile same as that for the state, given by (6).
For tile sensitivities with respect to the forebody design parameters, the inflow boundary
conditions simplify to (27), i.e., they become homogeneous. The boundary condition at the
forebody is now given by (31) or (35). Once again, the nat,u'e of the boundary conditions
is unchanged from that for the state and only the specified data is different. For the iliflow
boundary conditions, we may still specify" the same conditions for the sensitivities, hilt now
they would be homogeneous. The boundary conditions along the forebody change in that
10
they becomeinhomogeneous,(compare(29) and (35)).
In smmnary, to changea cod(" for tile state so that it also handles the sensitivities, one
must redefine the flux functions in the differential equations, and the data in the boundary
conditions. The changes necessary in the code to account for any particular relation that
does not explicitly involve the design parameters are independent of which sensitivity one is
presently considering.
The previous remarks are concerned only with the changes one must effect in a state code
in order to handle the fact that one is discretizing a different problem when one considers the
sensitivities. We have seen that these changes are not major in nature. However, there are
additional changes that may be needed when one attempts to solve the discrete equations.
In the numerical results presented below we use the finite difference code "PAl-{('," (see [4]
and [8]) to solve the state and sensitivity equations. However, the following comments apply
equally well to other CFD codes of this type.
Since we are interested in steady design problems, the time derivative in (1) is considered
only to provide a means for marching to a steady state. Now, suppose that at any stage of a
Gauss-Newton, or other iteration, we have used PARC to find an approximate steady state
solution of (l) plus boundary conditions. In order to do this, one has to solve a sequence of
linear algebraic systems of the type
(l + AtA(Q/_ )) ()('_+')- (r)('_) AtB i'-)('0_'_ (41_ch -- _'cJ +_ _ k_/_ U' n =0,1,2,..., )
where the sequmlce is terminated when one is satisfied that a steady state has been reached
and where QI__) denotes the discrete approximation to the state Q at the time t = nat. We
denote this steady state solution for the approximation to the state by Ql_. One problem of
the type (41) is solved for every time step. In (41), the matrix A and vector B arise from
the spatial discretization of the fluxes and the boundary conditions. Both of these depend
on the state at. the previous time level.
Having computed a steady state solution by (41), the task at ]land is now to compute the
sensitivities. We will focus on Q', tile sensitivity with respect to the inflow Mach number.
Analogous results hold for the sensitivities with respect to the forebody design parameters.
Recall that given a state, tile sensitivity equations are linear in the sensitivities. Therefore,
if one is interested in the steady state sensitivities, instead of (11) one may directly treat its
stationary version
__OF( + - O. (42)
Ox Oy
Since (42) is linear in the components of Q', one does not need to consider marching algo-
rithms in order to compute a steady sensitivity. One merely discretizes (42) and solves the
II
resultant linear system,which has the form
A(QJ_)Q'h = I3(@_), (4:3)
where Q}, denotes tile discrete approximation to ttle steady sensitivity. The matrix .,4 and
vector 13 differ from the A and B of (41) because we have discretized different differential
equations and boundary conditions. Note that .4 and/3 in (43) det)end only on the steady
state Qj_ and thus (43) is a linear system of algebraic equations for the discrete sensitivity
QL
The cost of finding a solution of (43) is similar to that for finding the solution of (41) for a
single value of n, i.e. for a single time step. The differences in the assembly of the coefficient
matrices and right-hand-sides of (41) and (43) are minor. Thus, in theory at least, one can
obtain a steady sensitivity in the same computer time it takes to perform one time step in a
state calculation. If one wants to obtain all the sensitivities, e.g., h" + 1 in our example, one
can do so at a cost similar to , e.g., K+I time steps of the state calculation. This is very
cheap compared to the multiple state calculations necessary in order to compute sensitivities
through the use of difference quotients.
Although (43) is in theory no more coml)lex than one time step in (41), we can solve
(42) by using the same iterative (or another) scheme. The shnplest approach (but certainly
not the optimal apl)roach) is to use the PARC code to solve (42) by time marching. In
()('0particu]ar, assume that _h is a solution to (41), then the system
, O0 _ ( /_ )] (44)[i+ (Qh)](Q')?+')- [(Q')I?+
can be used to find (Q')I: '+x) given ,(Q'_("),h. Thus, one makes an initial guess for QI °) and
(Q_)(0) and then iterates (41) and (44) simultaneously. Also, the same scheme can be used
to compute any Qk = aQ i.e.,OPk
, (,0 _(,,+1)= D,_ _(,0 , (")[I + )] (Q,,,, + (Qh )] . (4.5)
In practice, these "optimal" estimates of speed up are rarely achieved. Moreover, as
noted above, it is important to note that finite difference (FD) and sensitivity equation (SE)
methods do not necessarily produce the same results. Since the ultimate goal is to find useful
and cheap gradients for optimization, the most important issue is whether or not the SE
method combined with an optimization algorithm produces a convergent optimal design as
fast as possible. We have tested this scheme on the forebody design problem and the next
section contains a summary of these results.
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6 An Optimal Design Example
In order to illustrate the SE method and to test its use in an ot)timization problem, we used
the PARC code as described above to compute sensitivities and tile used these sensitivities
in a BFGS/Trust Region sclleme to find an ol)timal shortened forebody simulator. As shown
in Figure 2.2, data was generated by solving the Euler equations over the long forel)ody at
a Mach number of 2.0. The objective is to find a forebody simulator with length one half of
the long forebody and such that the resulting flow matches the data as well as possible, i.e.
minimizes ff along the outflow boundary.
The shortened forebody was l)arameterized by a Bezier curve using two parameters.
Thus, there are three design parameters p = (M_,&,P2). The algorithna used in this
numerical experiment was based on using the PAR(', code to simultaneously march to the
steady state solutions of the flow and sensitivity equations. Vv'e made no attempt to optimize
the algorithm since the main goal was to test fox' convergence.
The design algorithm proceeds as follows. First, an initial guess for the optimal design is
made, i.e., we select a p0 = ((Mg)0, po, po). A good selection of initial parameters can be
made knowing the operating conditions of the aircraft and some rough guess of the shape
from the aircraft forebody. In our example, we chose Mg as the inlet Math llUllll)er from
the computation which generated our data. The initial guess for the parameters were those
used to generate the long forebody (although corresponding to different x-locations). These
parameters, p0 arc used to generate a grid, the inflow and forebody boundary conditions
fox" both the flow (1) and sensitivity equations ((11) and (23)) and an initial guess fox' both
o . In our example, a rough guess for the flow field QI °) uses the constantQI°, (°,h
inflow boundary condition throughout tile flow domain. Likewise, the initial guess fox v(Q'g°)jh
is taken as tile inflow boundary conditions (given in equation (18)) throughout the flow
domain. The initial guess for (Qk)l °) is initially taken as zero (except on the forebody). The
systems (41), (44) and (45) are then solved simultaneously (in our case the left hand side
matrix is the same for (41) as fox" the sensitivity equations (44) and (45), i.e. A = A') for
(2.9___0) ,q(,0
tile updated QI: ), (Qq(1) (_,10) and \bP2/h " Tile updated '_h is then used to formulatek /h \Ol:l)h
(n+l)
a Then one iterates until the(41), (44) and (45) and solve for (Qh) {'_+') and (_Q),_
desired convergence is achieved. In our example, the residuals, AQh = [_[r_('_+l)h- Ql_0] were
a are
converged to al)proximately 10-xs (in 800 time steps). The outflow data O,_ and (_O),_
then used to compute j(p0) and VJ(p°).
The ot)timization algorithm consisted of a BFGS secant method coupled with a "hook"
step model trust region method [5]. The initial Hessian was obtained by finite differences
on VJ(fi). The function and gradient information needed l)y the optimization algorithm is
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obtained by calling the modified PARC code with p =/5.
This algorithln was tested for the case where the forebody simulator was allowed to have
the full length of the body generating the data. In this case the optimization algorithm
produced exact data fits, i.e. if(p*) = 0 and it recovered the parameters used to generate
the data. However, the more realistic test (constraining the length of the forebody simulator)
also produced a convergent design and reduced the cost functional significantly.
Figure 6.1 shows the flow field over the long forebody. Obserw,, that there is a shock in
the flow. As noted in [2], shocks can cause difficulties if one is not careful in the selection of
an appropriate numerical scheme. High order schemes can produce (numerically generated)
local minimum that can cause the optimization loop to fail. This prol)lem is avoided here
because the numerical viscosity in PAR(', (required for stability) is sufficient to "smooth"
the cost functional (see [2] for details).
Figure 6.2 shows the shape and flow field of the optimal shortened forebody. This design
was obtained after 12 iterations of the optimization loop. Figures 6.:t 6.6 show the 1_t, 2 '_d,
:Vg, 5 th and 12 o' iterations for each of the flow variables. The initial guess for the parameters
were
= =p0
\- - /
a11 (t
if(p0) = 3.2339.
The "converged" optilnal parameters are
p, = p_2 = (2.020,0.294,0.156)
with
ff(p') = 0.2229.
Observe that the cost function was decreased by more than 93%. Figures 6.7 6.10 show a
comparison of the flow fields for the optimal shortened forebody simulator and the data. The
optimization loops converged rapidly. For example, ff(pa) = 0.2334 and ff(pS) = 0.2289.
This is due to the fact that the shock location was found quickly.
Note that although the flows are close, there is a significant error near the foret?ody. This
can also be seen in the plots in Figures 6.11-6.14. It is worthwhile to note that the match
is good considering the fact the shortened forebody is constrained to be one half the length
of the "real" forebody and only two Bezier parameters are used to model F(.). It is also
important to note that the shock is captured by the optimal design. In particular, observe
in Figures 6.3-6.6 how the optimization algorithm "shapes" the shortened forebody so that
the optimal shape has a bhmt nose. This is necessary in order to generate the correct shock
location at the outflow.
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7 Conclusions
The numerical experiment above ilhlstr_tes that tile SE method can produce sensitivities
suitable for optimization based design. There are a number of interesting theoretical issues
that need to be addressed in order to analyze the convergence of this approach. Moreover,
one should investigate "fast solvers" for the sensitivity equations (multi-grid, etc.) as well as
develop nmnerical schemes that are not only fast, but produces consistent derivatives when
possil)le.
Finally, we note that we have conducted a nmnber of timing tests which compute sen-
sitivities to compare the SE method with the finite difference method. In particular, we
observed that for the problem abow_ (with three design parameters), the SE method needed
only 58% of the" C,PU time required by finite differencing. When twenty design parameters
were used, the SE method produced these sensitivities in about 38% of the time required by
finite differencing. These early numerical results indicate that considerable computational
savings may be possible if one extends and refines the basic SE method presented here.
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